
Column specifiers in tables

This is a table of 6 columns and 4 rows. Cells in all odd columns have light red background, and
cells in even columns have it light blue. This properties defined in column specifiers.

1:61:51:41:31:21:1

2:62:52:42:32:22:1

3:63:53:43:33:23:1

4:64:54:44:34:24:1

Table size is the same - 6 columns by 5 rows. Cells in columns 1 and 4 should have light green
background (specified as default for the whole table-body); columns 2 and 5 have light red
background, and columns 3 and 6 have light blue background (specified in column specifiers and
have background-color="from-table-column()".

1 : 61 : 51 : 41 : 31 : 21 : 1

2 : 62 : 52 : 42 : 32 : 22 : 1

3 : 63 : 53 : 43 : 33 : 23 : 1

4 : 64 : 54 : 44 : 34 : 24 : 1

5 : 65 : 55 : 45 : 35 : 25 : 1

Table size is 6 columns by 4 rows. Column specifiers prescribe that cells in the second column
be spanned 2 columns, and cells in the 4th column be spanned three columns.
The cell disposition in the row is as follows:

- Cells in the firts row use the default span as inherited from the column specifiers: first cell
should span 1 column, second cell should span 2 columns, and third cell should start from
the 4th column and span 3 columns (up to the end of the row);

- Cells in the second row have explicit indication number-columns-spanned="1", and
thus should not span; there should be 6 cells in each of these rows;

- Cells in the third row have number-columns-spanned set to 2, and thus aren't touched
by the column specifiers: there should be 3 cells per row, each spanning two columns;

- The 4th row contain only two cells - one in the first column and another one in the last column.
What is interesting is the way of filling the empty space between them: there should be at
least an empty cell spanning rows 2-3. As for the rest, the behaviour cannot be predicted
exactly: there's no room to fit a 3-column-spanning empty cell into the 4th row. Renderer
engine may either truncate this cell to 2-column, or split it into single one-column-spanning
cells.

All cells starting from the 1st column should have light red background, cells starting from the
2nd column should have light blue background, and cells starting from the 4th column should
have light green background. All other cells should have white background.
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